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Fishing in Terraria is a system introduced from 1.2.4. You can catch various fish and objects by creating fishing rods and hanging fish hooks on the surface of the water. You can catch butterflies and earthworms with Bug Net and you can bake them. Different types of fish can be caught depending on the
environment. Fish can be used mainly for craft dishes and potions, as well as fish that can be used as weapons and tools. Things that can be caught and the probability depends on the type of fishing rod and bait. In addition, the size of the weather and water field. Start fishing on the bait: First of all we
have to make a fishing rod. If you've just started the game, let's first make a wooden fishing rod Wood Pole fishing. Fishing rod made of wood wood bench wood and work bench can be done if there is even. Find food: The bait is needed to get a bigger catch of the fish. If you buy Insect Network Error
Pure from the merchant, let's collect the bait. Grasshopper and worm come out, cutting grass. It is also good to collect a butterfly, from time to time flying in the sky, and Firefly in the evening. Also, if you usually don't have enough food, you can only earn targeted fish using Sonar Potion, thereby saving
food. Find fishing spots: When you're ready to bait, let's look for fishing spots next time. It is safe to choose a puddle near the base, without choosing first. For fish you need a water field of a certain size. However, be careful, as the water field only counts the total number of rows where the water surface is
exposed. READ ALSO: Terraria Wings Direct Mobile PC Console 1.3.5.3Fishing: Once you've found a place to fish, it's time to start fishing. Throw the fishing hook into the water and wait until there is a reaction. While the garbage may get caught, you can catch fish from them when you fish again and
again. Things to remember the water field may be too small. Let's choose a larger seat. Have you defied suddenly a hard fishing spot? Depending on the fishing rod and the bait, there can be no answer at all. Let's continue the adventure and try again after getting a new fishing rod and bait. Enjoy fishing
You can't catch big things on wooden fishing rods. Make rods from iron and other materials. Change the fishing spot. Different environments will catch different prey. It would be better to go to the beach or dive under the ground. Find a fisherman. Usually it is located on the beach. Sometimes it seems
that it floats on the surface of the sea. If you bring the fish that he asks you will exchange for various items. Although it may not be at sea on rare occasions, I will spawn when I am away from the sea and collapsing time. Are you struggling to provide food? A water candle placed in a dungeon also
increases the spawning speed of neutral organisms. If you set around the base and wait for the night, a lot of fireflies will come. Come on improve the fishing spot. You have to be careful not to be attacked by enemies while fishing. Read also: Terraria Terraria Modded fashion editor DonloadWooden
Crate, Iron Crate and Golden Crate can be caught. Often useful items such as des, potions, coins are included. Some of the tools and equipment are directly caught and exited from the drawer, so if you can earn it in the early hours it will be an encouraging ally. Many potions that can provide materials by
fishing are useful, especially endurance potions, the life force of potion, the fury of the potion and the wrath of the potion are useful for all boss fights. Warm potion is also very useful for frost Moon strategy, which is one of the hardest things in the game. On the other hand, there are a few things that
demonstrate their strength in exploration and construction, such as soothing potion, mountain potion, Builder Potion.You can make money by selling things that you have caught or rewarded anglers. Efficiency is reasonable. Sometimes you can shorten the current order of strategy by fishing. Specifically,
if you can get Reaver Shark, Nightmare Pickaxe, Deathbringer Pickaxe.Molten Pickaxe is no longer necessary, allowing you to skip the suppression of the Eater of the Worlds, Brain Cthulhu.It it rains at 4:30-6:00 am or 6:00-7:30 in the evening, and it seems that it is easy to catch if it is a large lake
containing more than 300 blocks. The size of the water field is considered down from the water surface as a starting point. It seems that it is seen as a water field already than it seems when the surface of the water is small or there is a block in the water. All / Best Terraria Fishing Rhea Guide! (Fish Pole
Crafting, How to Use) A complete guide to all fishing rods in Terraria, including pole/craft rod, best fishing rods (s), tips and more! Covers 1.3 and 1.2.4, mobile, console, PC, all platforms really - even 3DS! How to use them near the end, but one thing I forgot to mention ... YOU NEED BAIT TOO! In your
inventory, that is. This guide includes all 9 current fishing rods/poles: Wooden Fishing Pole, Reinforced Fishing Pole, Fisherman's Shower, Fleshcatcher, Fiber Fishing Pole, Mechanic Rod, Sitting Duck Fishing Pole, Hotline Fishing Hook and Golden Fishing! Check out my original fishing guide here: 1
Wood Gathering. Cut down as many trees using a copper axe as you can. Use a mouse or right stick to point the cursor to the point where the tree and the earth meet. Then click the attack button. The tree will drop wood and almonds, which are then automatically placed on your inventory when you get in
close proximity to them. The specific attack button differs depending on which platform you play and the control scheme you use. The attack button is sped at the bottom of the screen. Usually it is the right trigger button or the right shoulder button. It is advisable that you get 200 to 300 units of wood early
on since there are many early-game use it as crafting ingredient/demand. 2 Create a work bench. Open your own screen and switch to craft menu. Create a basic work bench. Once it's set up, you can place it on a flat surface and get out of your inventory screen. To open the Crafting menu, first open
your inventory by clicking Esc on PC, Triangle button on Playstation, Y on Xbox, and X on Nintendo consoles. Then use the mouse or right and left shoulder buttons to switch to different menus. The craft menu is in the bottom left corner. 3 Create your first fishing rod. Move your character close to the
work bench, then reopen your inventory and switch to a craft menu. Now you will need to look for a wooden fishing rod for items that are available for crafting. You can put it on your inventory after you have finished developing it. The wooden fishing rod is the easiest craft of the four treacherous fishing
poles in the game. Other fishing sticks like reinforced fishing sticks, Fisherman's Shower, and Fleshcatcher, both of which require lead/iron anvils and metals like lead, iron, Crimtane, and Demonite bars for craft, another option would be to buy a fishing veal sitting duck from a traveling merchant, this is a
very expensive option costing 35 gold and is a rare item for him to sell. Once in Hardmode, you can get a Golden Fishing Rod and a Fishing Pole hotline as quests from the angler. 1 Build a frame of the house. To force the merchant, first you need to build him a house. Start by building a 9 block (width)
by 7 (height) frame unit/hull made of wood (or any other available unit). Place the pieces of wood in the hot bar and place the cursor where you want to put the block. Tap or press the right trigger button on the controller to place the block. Also, make sure you leave 3 block space for the door. 2 Create a
wooden door, chair, table and walls. After setting up a frame of the house, return to your work bench and open your inventory to work out a wooden table, chair, door, and enough wall parts to cover the back of the house enclosure. Once you've done developing these, make sure you put them in your
inventory. 3 Place the furniture in the house. Go inside the frame/hull of the house and place a chair and table in your hot bar. Select a table and place it anywhere in the case. Then equip the chairs in the hot bar and place them on the ends of the table. 4 Wall seats inside the building of the house. Place
the pieces of the wall in the hot bar and equip them. Then place the cursor on the area behind the case and click or press the right trigger to place a piece of the wall. Repeat until you cover the entire back of the house. 5 Kill a little mucus. After building a house, go outside and look for mucus. Use your
sword to kill as much as you can and then collect the gels that they fall after they die. Slimes are found in all biomes and will spawn throughout the day. In addition to the sword, you also Use an axe and pickaxe to kill these monsters, as they are quite weak. You're You going to find a couple of slime in the
area where you spawn for the first time in your world. 6 Create a torch. Once you have accumulated 10 to 15 gels, you can return to your work bench. Discover your inventory and craft as many torches as you possibly can. 7 Squeeze the house. Place the torches in the hot bar and equip them. Then go
inside the building of the house and place the cursor where you want to place the torch. Click or press the right trigger button to place the torch. Image: Fish in Terraria Step 9.jpg 8 Continue to do at home for other NPCs if you want. Go ahead and make 5 more of these houses to accommodate the other
NPC. Creating your homes in advance will save you time later in the game. 9 Accumulate at least 50 silver coins. The coins have not only fallen, killing monsters, but also when you smash the cans as well, opening the chests found all over the world. You will need to get 50 coins in your inventory before
the NPC trading will spawn in your world and take refuge in one of the houses that you have built. The requirement of 50 silver coins will only work for the merchant. Other NPCs have their own requirements and usually spawn once you defeat the bosses or certain items in your inventory. 1 Talk to the
merchant. You will receive a notification as soon as the merchant has spawned. Once this happens, go to your house/home and look for it there. To talk to NPC, stand next to them and click the right button on your PC, or tap Circle on Playstation, B on Xbox and A on Nintendo consoles. 2 Buying a
network of bugs. Have your character stand next to the merchant and right click on him. Click on the Shop option and now you have to see the network error as one of the items it sells. Take note that you need at least 25 silver coins to buy one. 3 Catch critters and butterflies with a network bug. Place a
network of bugs in the hot bar and equip it. Then place the cursor on the critter and press the attack button to catch it. Critters are found all over the world Terraria, but you want to focus on catching worms, snails, sluggies, fireflies and buggies because of their high bait power. 1 Go to the pond. In order to
get something to bite the bait, you need to make sure that you are fishing in an area that has at least 75 continuous (vertically or horizontally) tiles/blocks of any liquid (this includes lava and honey). This technically means that you can fish in any body of water as long as they adhere to 75 continuous
tiles/blocks requirement. The easiest way to fish is to get to the nearest ocean biome. However, you have to be careful since you will probably meet some high level monsters on your way there. While it is possible to make your own fishing area, it will take time. You can look at it though, once you've
purchased more equipment after defeating a couple of bosses. You can also fish in lava and honey, but you have to make sure that you have the right bait and bait. 2 Stand next to the pond. You can't fish while diving or standing in the water. Make sure you stand close to the water, but not in it. 3 Equip
the Fish Pole. Open your inventory and place the fishing rod in your hot bar. 4 Equip the bait in ammunition slots. While you have your inventory open, select the bait and place it in one of the ammunition slots on the right under your inventory. 5 Throw your line and wait. With the bait and fishing rod
equipped, you can now choose the fishing rod in the hot bat and throw your fishing line by putting a cursor over the water and pressing or pressing the attack button. While you can't fish while standing in the water, you can fish during the flight, or riding on slime, or even while wearing walk-on-the-water



boots. 6 Coil in fish. Now you will need to wait for the beaver to move, indicating that you have caught something. Once it moves, click or click the attack button again and now you have to have an item in your inventory. Add a new question question What boxes give me in easy mode? If you mean
advance to hard mode, there are different boxes. The wooden box, for example, will drop apprentice baits, journeyman baits, coins, various potions, pre-hard ore/bar mode, sailboat boots, tsunami in bottle, extractor, aglet, umbrella, climbing claws, Cordage fiber factory guide, and radar. The question is
how can I get salmon? You have to go fishing in the forest with 1000 water tiles. The question is How do you fish in the mobile version of Terraria? Follow the instructions in the article. The instructions are equally applicable to the mobile version. The question is Can I catch the Duke (Fishron)? Yes, but
you should be in solid underwear, and a truffle worm in your inventory. The question is, what kind of bait do I need to catch arapaima? You can't catch arapaima. They're enemies, not fish. The question is how to catch the boxes? You have a chance to catch boxes every time you fish. If you get a drawer,
keep it up to a tight mode so things you get will be more useful. The question is what is the best fishing rod to use? Golden fishing. This is a reward from Angler after finishing 35 quests on PC and mobile version. The question is, where can I put my bait while fishing? You just have to have them on you
while fishing. If you have bait on you, using a fishing rod will automatically use the bait. What is a truffle worm? This is a small kind of worm used to call the Duke of Fishron, but they are rare to find and very hard to catch, so be sure to be holding on to your bug net! The question is, what kind of bait can I
fish with? Worms can be found crawling anywhere. Or, if you have jump boosts, you can jump and catch butterflies. Show more answers Ask the question This article was written Boyles. Travis Boyles is a technology writer and editor of wikiHow. Travis has writing articles related to technology, providing
customer service software, and graphic design. He specializes in Windows, macOS, Android, iOS and Linux platforms. He studied graphic design at Pikes Peak Community College. This article has been viewed 92,462 times. Co-authors: 8 Updated: February 24, 2020 Views: 92,462 Category: Terraria
Print Send fan mail to authors Thank you to all authors for creating the page, which was read 92,462 times. It helped a lot. I already know how to fish, but I didn't know you couldn't stand in the water. Share your story best fishing pole in terraria mobile
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